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Pace Press Submission Requirements
We are in search of stories with a dynamic, entertaining writing style, active protagonists, a detail-rich 

world, and a compelling, page-turning plot readers can’t put down. We focus on genre fiction and enjoy everything 
from hard sci-fi to paranormal fantasy, from historical romance to westerns, and mysteries and thrillers of all 
stripes. Cross-genre elements and diverse casts of characters are welcome.

New voices, perspectives, and points of view to genre storytelling keep readers asking for more. New and 
experienced authors are encouraged to submit. We are a traditional publishing company working with authors to 
release a wide range of stories for readers who want terrific entertainment.

Genres And Modes
•	 Sci-Fi
•	 Fantasy
•	 Horror
•	 Thriller
•	 Romance
•	 Historical
•	 Mystery
•	 Western
•	 Supernatural/Paranormal
•	 or cross-genre with elements of the above.

Submission Requirements
Query Letter—Please send us a query introducing yourself, your novel, and the following pertinent information. 
Please briefly address the following:

•	 Full contact information:
•	 Make sure to include your full name, mailing address, telephone number, and email address

•	 Title and genre
•	 Brief story synopsis
•	 Brief author bio: just a short description of who you are and your background)
•	 Word count of your completed manuscript
•	 Comparable titles: Three to four novels similar to your manuscript published in the last five years
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•	 Author promotion and platform: Describe your ability to collaborate with us in promoting your book 
through book signings, author events, your personal and professional networks, your online platform, and 
any other ways you can be involved in the promotion of your novel.

•	 Previously published works
•	 If you have published other books, include sales data for each title.

•	 Sample of manuscript: A sample of the first three to four chapters or the first 50 pages of your manuscript. 
If you are sending your sample as an email attachment, please submit in Microsoft Word format or PDF.

Queries may be sent via email to kent@lindenpub.com or mailed to:

Kent Sorsky
Pace Press/Linden Publishing
2006 S Mary St
Fresno, CA 93721

Suggested manuscript total length : 30,000 words minimum to 90,000 words.

If we’re interested in knowing more about your novel after receiving your query, we will request a copy of the 
completed manuscript for further consideration.
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